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A Randomized Trial of Unruptured Brain Arteriovenous Malformations (ARUBA), the first randomized clinical trial for brain arteriovenous malformations (bAVMs), was planned as a straightforward simple attempt to learn whether deferring intervention for a bAVM that had not bled would prove superior to incurring the risks of intervention needed to eradicate the lesion. The trial was justified by longitudinal data on true natural history (ie, for those receiving no intervention to eradicate the bAVM), reports of mild syndromes from many who had bled, and literature with treatment outcomes that were a mix of those who had bled before treatment versus those who had not. Having no wish to disturb current established interventional practice, the investigators offered randomization only to those whose bAVMs were considered suitable for eradication; none whose bAVMs were deemed too daunting for intervention would be eligible. Medical management for headaches and seizures is well-established, but no standards have yet appeared dictating interventional management. Widely misquoted literature citing annual hemorrhage rates approximating 4% and estimates of low risks for intervention allowed the assumption that the trial might well end within 5 years with a win for intervention. Moreover, more insight would be gained for the true natural history.

The National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS) application followed well-established guidelines: an aim, a primary null hypothesis, clear and simple primary outcomes, and a host of secondary aims should enough data be available for useful analysis, with all information posted on the Web. Participating centers sought, were offered, and were assumed to use their experience-based choices of interventions to achieve the goals of lesion eradication. The 39 active centers randomized fully 61% of those eligible. They also showed their qualifications by publishing fully 630 PubMed references for bAVMs during 2000–2010. Outcomes were reported at fixed intervals and after each intervention (many interventions not yielding single-stage eradication) and were adjudicated by a distinguished 4-member panel. An NINDS-appointed equally distinguished Data and Safety Monitoring Board (DSMB) provided independent oversight of study conduct and participant safety. National Institutes of Health (NIH) trials are typically funded in cycles of 5 years or less. Continuation depends on successful review and priority scores for the reappplication when the research questions remain unsettled.

In April 2013, with 226 subjects randomized (3 within the previous month) and outcome data available for 223 subjects with a mean follow-up for the cohort of 3.3 years, the DSMB recommended halting the randomization phase after a planned interim analysis found superiority for the medical arm. They also recommended continued follow-up to determine whether the disparity would persist. The results were presented at the 22nd European Stroke Conference in May, and published in The Lancet as an Epub in November 2013 and in print in February 2014.

Although pleased that ARUBA has generated so much interest, we remain bemused at the nature of the commentaries. During the trial, some critical publications suggested that those offering the criticisms were either unaware of the design or were also unaware the investigators were blinded to outcomes. After the first public presentation of the data but before our formal publication, the first of the outcome-based critical reviews appeared. Despite our responses in the publication and to letters to the editor and published debates at national and international meetings along with favorable reviews, similar criticisms continue to accumulate.

ARUBA is indeed a biased sample. Compared with population-based studies and many case series, there is overrepresentation of the smaller bAVMs with lower Spetzler-Martin grades. It is no surprise that the centers chose for randomization those expected to show more favorable results from intervention. ARUBA did not have numerous contentious cases considered at higher risk for intervention, despite published speculations. For transparency, we reported those screened, eligible, having refused participation, and treated outside the trial, a plan lacking in most of the major stroke trials. We offered to organize a registry option to meet the objections directed at earlier trials. No centers replied.

Objections against randomized clinical trials as a process led to our publishing not only the classic “as-randomized” but also “as-treated” analyses. (The latter assigned to the medical arm those outcomes that occurred for those randomized to intervention before intervention could begin; it also assigned to the interventional arm those randomized to the medical arm who elected intervention and then had an interventional outcome event.) The disparity favoring medical management for the “as randomized” analysis was even greater for the “as-treated” analysis: The latter showed a more than 5-fold increased risk of the primary outcomes that occurred for those undergoing invasive therapy (hazard ratio, 5.26; 95% CI, 2.63–11.11) and a significantly increased risk of major neurologic deficits (relative risk, 2.77; 95% CI, 1.20–6.25). The distribution of modified Rankin score by Spetzler-Martin Grade refutes speculations that the clinical severity of outcome events in the interventional arm was overestimated, a concern raised by Gary Steinberg, MD, from the audience after presentation of the results at the Treatment of Unruptured Brain Arteriovenous Malformations debate on February 11 at the 2014 International Stroke Conference in San Diego, California.

The outcomes for the medical arm were the new data. As expected, the randomization process yielded essentially the same clinical characteristics in the 2 arms. All patients in the medical arm continued their normal activities of daily living, though their
personal quality of life reports showed a higher degree of anxiety for their future.

It has been inferred by comments in the literature that hemorrhage rates are expected to be stable, steadily accumulating with time, making the risk for hemorrhage likely in the lifetime of the individual. However, recent publications suggest a decline in hemorrhage events with time. Yet even if one assumes stable event rates, the disparity between the medical and interventional arms in ARUBA is great enough that 12–30 years may be needed before outcomes in the medical arm will cross those of the interventional arm. (These calculations are based on the assumption that no further outcomes will occur in the interventional arm, in which a number of participants were still in the incomplete treatment phase when randomization was halted.)

Considerable literature exists on the anatomic features of those who presented with hemorrhage, many sharing the well-known Spetzler-Martin grading system predicting risks for surgical intervention. Except for deep venous drainage, these factors did not predict the frequency or severity of the first hemorrhage in our earlier reports or in ARUBA. Perhaps the anatomic features for those considered suitable for attempted eradication are less likely to predict hemorrhage.

Most reports—including meta-analyses—typically describe a demographic table that includes those who bled or did not bleed before intervention, after which the outcomes are described as if all the patients share the same risk for adverse events and their severity. Only a few publications provide direct comparison to ARUBA and show that results are in the same range. The lack of registry data prevents comments on the outcomes for those eligible but not randomized to ARUBA.

Concerns that primary surgical intervention was not well-represented cannot be answered from ARUBA, in which intervention choice was made by the local centers. However, the latest meta-analyses do not emphasize the superiority of outcomes for surgery. Single-technique surgery was not a recommended option in the 1 published management algorithm we found for bAVMs that did not bleed, despite objections about too few surgical cases in ARUBA lodged by the senior author in letters to The Lancet.

The Future
To our disappointment and despite insistence from us, the ARUBA participants, the DSMB, and many critics, the NINDS Study Section and Council recommended against NIH funding for continuation of the follow-up. The review cited the assumption of no likely changes in the outcomes disparity. Our goals of assessing long-term hemorrhage risk and the degree of clinical improvement after adverse events during intervention remain unsatisfied. Although we could cite the decisions of reviewers as acceptance of the trial as definitive, we hope ARUBA will prove a starting point for further studies.

Preventive eradication of bAVMs remains costly: $75,000–$100,000 per patient when last estimated 15 years ago, plus additional costs for potential treatment complications.

Although intervention after hemorrhage often shows little worsening and sometimes improvement, ARUBA documents the difficulties in achieving lesion eradication without some disturbance in perilesional brain function for those previously asymptomatic. While we await new studies, the need for interventional management for those who have bled should justify studying elements of bAVMs that predict hemorrhage. The ARUBA data can be read as a challenge to the justification of interventions in those who have not bled.
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